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Annual  Report  of  the  Law  Librarian  for  Fiscal  Year  1972-73
This  has  been  a  very  good  year  indeed.     Sandra  Coleman,   our  Technicaol
Services  Librarian,  has  prepared  for  this  report  a  summary  of  the  activities
in  Public  and  Technical  Services  which  documents  the  maliy  things  we  were
able  to  accomplish  this  past  year.     Our  Legal  Research  office  h`as  also  had
a  busy  and  productive  year.    'Their  reports  are  attached  as  Exhibits  A  and  B.
Two  developments  this  past  year  stand  out  as  especially  sighificant.
One  was  the  reorganization  of  our  library  into  two  departments,  Public
Services  and  Technical  Services.     We  are  already  benefiting  JJ_=rom  this
arrangement,   e.g. ,   development  of  expertise  and  know-how  in  department
heads  which  enhances  the  ef f iciency  of  these  two  departments  and  permits
a  degree.of  plan.ming,   decision  making  and .reporting  not  possible  before.
A  second  major  development  has  been  the  new  procedures  introduced  this  year
for  expedithg  the  f inding  and  using  of  new  books  by  our  patrons  about  which
I  would  like  to  say  a' word.
In  the  past,  new  books  would  usually  not  be  shelved  for  use  until  they
were    fully  cataloged  and  could  be  found  by  usin.g  the  card  catalog.     The
delay  in  getting  a  new  book  on  the  shelf  varied  f ron  one  month  af ter  re-
ceipt  to  over   a  year.     Today,   as  soon  as  a  book  is  ordered,   a  temporary
slip  is  immediately  filed  by  title  in  the  card  catalog.    Anyone  searching
undei  the  titlewould  discover  that  the  book  was  on  order  and  could  arrange
to  see  it  when  it  arrived.    When  the  book  is  received,. it  is  immediately
stamped,   given  an  accession  number  and  shelved  by  this  number  on  shelves
in  the  Technical  Services  area...    The  book  is  ready  for  use  and  can  be  borrowed
at  this  point  even  though  full  cataloging  is  not.  complete.     Thus,  by  search-
ing  the  title  section  in  the  card  catalog,  patrons  can  learn  about  our  new
books  as  soon  as  ordered  and  can  use  our  new  books  as  soon  as  they  are
received.     Few  libraries  can  match  this  system  for  service.     One  fortunate
result  will  be  that  we  can  make  available  for  use  irmediately  any  number
of  books  bought  with  bond  issue  funds  even  though  our  staff  is  not  able
to  fully. process  and  catalog  all  new  nlaterials.
As  I  look  back  over  the  past  year  and  examine  "y  own  involvement  in
various  library  work  and  projects,   there  are  two  areas  that  stand  out  most
in  ny  mind.     The  first  was  our  successful  application  for  bond  issue  funds.
In  retrospect,   it  now  seems  to  have  been  inevitable  but  it  did  not  appear
that  way  in  May  of  1972  when  guidelines  for  participation  in  bond  issue
funds  were  first .announced.     Initially,   there  were  two  hurdles  which  we
successfully  overcame.     The  first  was  recognition  and  provision  for  includ-
ing  the  School  of  Law  Library  as  a  separate  institution  inthe  University
of  New  Mexico.     The  second  was  persuading  the  Council  of  New  Mexico
/I
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I.ibraries  and  the  B.EF  that  our  library  should  be  excepted  from  the  guideline
laid  down  in  the   may  1972  Plan  that.deficiency  evaluations  of  libraries". . .should  be  based  on  criteria  which  are  uniformly  defined  and  con;istently
applied  among  the   institutions."    During  the  summer  of  1972,  we  went  ahead
preparing an  Institutional  Re using  guidelines  which  I  felt  were  appro-
priate  for  documenting  the  quantitative  and  qualitative  .deficiencies  in  the
law  library.     The  response  of  the  BEF  to  this  _Fepor_t  was  very  favorable  and
we.. were  recomended  for  an  allocation  over  a  five  year  period  of  $350,000.
for  books  and  periodicals.     When  this  recormended  allocation  was  approved
early  this  year,  we  prepared  a  "Multi-Year Institutional  Plan..."     (Exhibit
C  attached)  for  utilizing  our  share  of  the  bond  issue  proceeds.
Less  dramatic  but  io  less  important  this  Past  year  was  formal  approval
by  the  University  of  New  Mexi.co  of  a  project  to  expand  the  School  of  Law
Library  which  provided  for  inclusion  of  the  School  of  Law  Library  in  a  list
of  projects  proposed  for  funding  from  the  1972-73  General.Fund  surplus.
Although  our  project  was  not  of  sufficient  priority  to  warrant  bi2ing  included
in  the  BEE  recommendation  to  the  Executive  and  the  Legislature  in  early.1973,
our  justification  and  our  figures  supporting  the  justification  for  the  build-
ing  addition  were  accepted  by  Dr.   Sherman  Smith,  Vice-President  for  Administra-
tion.     It  was  i`ndeed  gratifying  to  read  in  Dr.   Smith's  memo  of  Nov.   22,1972
that  "It  is...now  time  to  build  the  addition...."   (see  Exhibit  D  attached);
I  have  attached  as  Exhibits  E  and  F  the  Ex
and  Gif ts  to  the  Law  Librar
enditures  and  Account  Transf ers
for  the  period  July  1972  to  May  1,   1973.     A
Report  on  Litrary  Xerox  will  be  submitted  later  this  summer  and  the  Annual
Statistics  for  Fiscal  Year  1972-73  will  be  added  to  this  Annual  Report  some-
time  in.late  July.
J Exhibit  A
scHcoL  oF  IAw  I]IBRARy  surmRy  oF  AcTIvITIEs  1972/73
The  Law  I]ibrary  was  divided  into  three  administrative  units  in  July  1972:
Public  Services  under  the  supervision  of Assistant  Librarian  Joe  Sabatini,
which  consists  of  the  reference,  circulation  and  inter-library  loan  staffs
and  functions.
Technical  Services  under  the  supervision  of  Technical  Services  Librarian
Sandra  Coleman,  which  consisi=s  of  acquisitions,  cataloging,  serials,  processing,
I
bindery,  gifi=s  and  exchange  staffs  and  fun®ctions.
I,egal  Research  under  the  supervision  of  Research  I.ibrarian  Helen  Carter.
The  head `of  each ¬division  is  now  responsible  for  the  administration  of  that
division,  the  plarming  and  budgeting  of  it  .and  each  reports  direci=1y  to  the
Law  Librarian.
PUBIiIC  SERVICES
Personnel  Changes
Significant:  changes  in personnel  marked  the  1972/73  year  in Public
Sefvices.    Assistant  IJibrarian  roe  Sabatini  assumed  responsibility  for  I>ublic
Services  July  1,19727  Patricia Wagner  was  app6inted  Acting  Circulation
Assistant  at  that  time  for  Assistant  Jinny  Summers  had  been  granted  a  six
month  leave  of  absence  to  begin work  on  her  in.I.S.  degree  at  t:he  University  of
Washingi:on.    Patricia Wagner  was  appointed  Circulation Assistant  in  January
l973  when  Ms.   Summers  resigned. her  forrier  posii:ion.
An  additional  circulation  clerk  position  requested  for  1972/73  was  not
budgeted  and we  conti.nued  to  fill  our  three positions  with  five part-time
clerks.    Susan  Fe±guson  and  john .Rickert  joined  the. staff  in November  as
full-time  circulation  clerks  in  new  reclassed  Clerk  II  positions®    Sarah
Fenton's  half-time. circulation  clerk's  position was  reclassed  to  Cl.erk  II
i Z
in  january  1973.
Assistant  liibrarian  Joe  Sabatini  resigne.d  March  1,  1973  to  becorie  Head
of  Reference  Servi.ces  at  the  Albuquerque  Public  I.ibrary.-   Technical  Services
IJibrarian  Sandra  Coleman  assumed  administrative  responsibility  for  Public
Services  at  that  time.
Marcy Matasick  moved  from a  part-time  to  a  full-time  circulation  clerk's
position  in May  1973  in anticipation  of  the  final  reclassification  of  circula-
tion  clerks'  positions  from part-time  Clerk  I  to  full-time  Clerk. II  in July
1973.
Special Projects
The  major  1972  summer  project  of  the  Circulation  staff  was  checking  the
I]aw  IJibrary's  holdings  against  the  AELS  recormended  list  of  IJair  Books  for
Iiibraries.    Circulation  clerks,  work-study  students  and  extra part:-time  help
were  used  i=o  complete  this  checking  by August  1,  1972.    Statistical  results
were  summarized  by  the  Assistant  Librarian.    The  findings  of  this  checking
projeci=  were  used  aSa  basis  of  a  major  report  compiled  by .the  Iriaw  Librarian
outlining  the  col.1ection anee.ds  of .the  ltaw I.ibrary. for  the  New  Mexico  Bureau  .
+
of Educational  Finance.
'`A  Guide  to  the  School  of  I]aw  Library"  was  completed  under  the  direci:ion
of  the  Assistant  Librarian  and printed  for distribution to  the  law  students
and  faculty  in  September.    This  pamphlet  guide was  also  distributed  to  lawyers
and  libraries  throughout  the  state.
American  Indian  Law:  A  Bibliography  of  Books,  IJaw  Review  Articles  and
Indian  Periodicals  was  compiled  by  roe  Sabatini  and .piJblished  by  the  American
Indian  IJaw  Center ,in  ranuary  1973.     It  contains  507  eni=ries  to  seleci=ed
mat:erials  in  the  Library' s  special  collection. of American  Indian  lawo
t         {            4                +
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Michael  Cox,  a  hisotory  student  especially  hired  for. the  project,  has
virtually  complei=ed  the  archiving  of. the  Zimmerman  Papers  collection.  He.is
also preparing  a  guide  and  calendar  to  the  collection.
Ms.  Edgerton  Nez  IJawless  of  the  DNA  Legal  Services  IJibrary  in Window
Rock,  Arizona  spent  a  day  and  a  half  in  the  Library  in  May  1973  learning  the
reference  organization of  the  collection,  as  well  as  receiving  cataloging
training  for her  own  legal  collection.
Continuing Activities
Reference  responsibilii=ies  of  the  Circulation  staff  continued  to  increase
in  l972/73  as  more  patrons  were  encouraged  t:o  use  the  Library's  resources.
Reference  request. forms  were  used by  the  staff  in  a  short  project  during
March  and  April  19.73  to  record  some  of  the  requests  handled  by  i=he  Desk  staff .
A  list  of  these  questions  has  been  appended  to  this  report.    A  formal  sampling
-  will  be  planned  in  1973/74  to  help  measure  work  load  at  the  Circulation  Desk.
Such  "sample  q`iestions"  are  now  being  used  to  help  train  new  reference  staff
melhoers .
.+.\
Interlibrary  loan  st:atist:ics  for  July  1,  1972  to  May  1,   1973  ±efleci=  81
requests  to us  by  other  libraries  for materials  in  our  collection  available
on  loan  and  63  filled  requests  from us  to  other  libraries  for materials  needed
by  our  patrons  and  not  located  in  our  Co11ectio`n.    Circulation  Clerk  Susan
Ferguson  is  now  in  charge  of  our  inter-library  loan  services.
The  Library  is  now  receiving  all  exi=ra  copies  of  New  Mexico  Court  of
Appeals  briefs  ih  addition  to  New Mexico  Sixpreme  Couri=  briefs.    All  are  being
processed with Pacific  citations  and  cards  made  for  the  briefs  catalog..
Considerable  time  has .been  spent  this  past  year  in  replacing  New  Mexico  citations
with Pacific  citations  for  older  transcripts  and briefs  already  in the  collection.
Circulation Clerk. Sarah  Fenton has  been  in  charge  of  this  project.
Demand  for  copying  services  has  continued  to  increase.     In  February  1973.
a  new  Xerox  4000  was  installed  for  use  by  i:he  library  st:aff ,  faculty  and  other
authorized persons  to  help  meet  this  increased  demand.     In April  t:he  old  coin
operated  Xerox  machine  was  replaced with  a  new  coin  operated  one  for  general
patron  use.    Extra  monies  have  been  regularly  transferred  from  our  Xerox  account
to  our  equipment,  bindery  and  supplies. accounts  in  1972/73.
New  Media  Acquisitions
New  media  acquisitions  of  note  include  37  Condyne  IJaw  Tape  .cassettes,
part  of  a  new  subscription  serviice  sponsored  by  the  Practising  Law  Institute,
and  two  sets  of  the  Multi-State  Bar  Review  course,  also  on  casseti=e  tapes.
An  extensive  ±oui=ing  system was  established  by  the  Serials  Assistant  and  t:he
Circulation  staff  to  enable  interesi=ed  faculty  members  to  use  the  Condyne
tapes  in  their  offices.    The  Multi-Stat:e  Bar  Review .sets  proved particularly
popular  with  the  law  students  and  have  received  heavy  usage  while  on  three  day
desk  reserve.
The  Library  also  acquired  five  cassette  planers  which  circulate  outside
the  library  in  addition  to  the  one  player permanently  located  in  the  Audio-
Visual  Room.    Some  audio-visual  equipment  and  films  were  relocated  this  year
from  the  A-V  Room  to  a  storage  area  on  the  lower  floor  to  provide  more
working  space. in  the  A-V  Room.
New  Circulation  Roui=ines
Routines  for  circulating  unprocessed  new  materials  by  accession  number  only
were  established  by  Technical  Services  in  March  1973  and  are  being  administered
by  Circulation  Clerk  John  Rickert  an.d  Cataloging  Clerk  Ruth  Heilman.    On  May
22,  two months  after  initiation  of  the  system,  twenty  one  titles  were  in
circulation  under  this 'sysi=em.    Temporary  cards  in  the  card  catalog provide
title  access  to  these  unprocessed  materials.
"     I            t              J J
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Circulation Clerk  rohn Rickert  is  also  in  charge  of  sending  notificai±n
slips  to  faculty members  of  new  materials  selected  by  or  of  interest  to  them
as  designated by the  haw Librarian.    In  the  first  month  of  operation  fifteen
I
notices  were  sent  and  three  returned  requesting  irmediate  circulation  of
t:hat  title  to  the  notified  faculi=y riember.
These  two  new  routines  will  continue  to  be  i=ested  and  adjusted  as
necessary.    Favorable  comment  has  been  received  on  both  of  them.
Continuing Education/ I>rofessional  Aci=ivities
All I>ublic  Services  staff  members  participated  in  the  IJibraria.n' s  legal
research  course  in  fa111972.
Assistant  IJibrarian  Joe  Sabatini  served  as  Chairman  of  the  New  Mexico
I,ibrary Association IJegislation Committee  and  was  very  active  in promoting
passage  of  the  academic  libraries  bond  issue.
Circulation Assistant  Pat:ricia  Wagner visited  the  New  Mexico  Supreme
Court  IJibrary,  the  New  Mexico I.egislative  Council  Service  IJibrary  and. i:he
New  Mexico  State.I]ibrary  in  october  1972  to  see  their  collections,  circulat:ion
systems  and  inter-library  loan procedures.
{
Patricia Wagner  attended  an  Inter-Library Loan Workshop  sponsored  by  the
New  Mexico  IJibrary  Association  in  Las  Cruces  March  28,   1973.     She  also  attended
the  NNIA Annual  Meeting  following  the  workshop.
Circulation  Clerks  Susan  Ferguson,  Marcy Matasick  and  John  Rickert  and
Circulation Assistant Patricia Wagner  at:tended  a  IJegal Bibliography  Institute
sponsored  by  i=he  Southwestern  Chapter  of  the  AAIL  in  Sant:a  Fe  Apri118,1973.
Patricia Wagner  also  attended  the Soutriwesi=ern  Chapter  meeting  on  library
circulation  systems  the  following  day.
Patricia Wagner  completed  six  hours  of  library  science  courses.in  1972/73
and  several  courses  in psychology  and  philosophy were  taken  by Marcy  Matasick
and  John  Rickert.
6TECENICAI-   SERVICES
In  1972/73  Technical  Services  was  reorganized  under  the  supervision  of
a  Technical  Services  Librarian  to better  coordinate  the  staffs  and  activities
of  acquisitions,  serials  and  cataloging.
Persorme1
Sandra  Coleman  was  appointed  Technical  Services  IJibrarian  July  1,  1972,.
Karen  Morgan  became  Cataloger  at  that  time;   Dorothy Warden  returned  Sept.   1  as
Acquisitions  Librarian  after  a  one  year  leave  of  absence  to  complJete  her
in.L.S.  degree  at  Kent  State  University,.  IJucy  Draper  was  appoir`_ted  Serials
Assistant  Sept.   1,.  Travis  Ha±dee  was  hired  in  a  new  3/4  time processing  clerk's
position  July  1.   -Ruth  Heilman  continued  as  Catalog  Clerk  and  Tanice  Daniel
as  Catalog  Typist.    The  catalog  typist's  position was  recla.ssified  from Clerk
I  to  Clerk  II  in February.
Turnover was  marked  in  the  new  half-time  acquisition  cler.k's  position. and
in March  the  position was  increased  to  full-time  from  salary  available  after
i=he Assistant  Librarian's  resignation.    However,  this  position  has  not  yet
been permanently  filled.    Joyce  Phillips  transferred  frcm  the  Medical  IJibrary
in April    as  the  new  Acquisitior}s  Assistant,  anoi=her  position  made  available
after  the  Assistant  IJibra'±ian's  resignation.    Theresa  Chavez  was  hired  in
April  as  a  temporary  six-month  serials  clerk  to  help  cover  the  Serials
Assistant's  three  month  Personalleave  of  absence.
Upon  the  resignation  of  the  Assistant  IJibrarian  Marc-h  i,  1973,  the
Acquisitions  IJibrarian  assumed  responsibility  for  the  selection  and  cataloging
of  t:he  American  Indian  law  collection  and  the  gifts    and  exchange  programs.
The  Technical  Services  Librarian  assumed  administrai:ive  responsibilit:y  for
Public  Services  as  well  as  Technical  Services  ''dividing"  her  time  between
Tecthnical  Services  and  the  Reference  Desk.
7Comparative  Studies
Procedures  in Technical  Services  were  reorganized  after  comparative
studies  of.  the  technical  services  departments  of  six New  Mexico  libraries
were  made  in  the  fal16f  1972.    Members  of  the  Technical  Services  staff
visited  the  New  Mexico  Supreme  Court  Library,  the  New.Mexico  Legislative
Council  Service  library,  the  New  Mexico  State  Library,  New  Mexico  State
University Library,  University  of New  Mexico  General  IJibrary,  and  i=he
Iros  Alamos  Scientific  Laboratories  Technical  IJibrary.
New  I>rocedures
Planning  and  implementation  of  new  procedures  received  major  ai=tention
of  the  Technical  Services  staff  in  1972/73.    New personnel  required  substantial
training  and high turnover,  particularly in  t:he  acquisition clerk' s position,
significant:ly  increased  the  training  time  required.    Several training  sessions  .
were  held  by  the  Technical  Services  IJibrarian  on the new procedures  for  the
entire  Technical  Services  staff a
New  order  and  search procedures  adopted  this  year  included  implementation
of  the  follcwing  roui=ines:
t
1.    Work  card  for  complete  in-process  record  T  A  work  card  is  typed  as  the  first
step  in  the  order  routine  for  each  title  requested by the  IJibrarian.    All
searching  is  recorded  on this  card  and  it  r5mains  the  in-process  record  for  that
title  through  i:he  entire  order  and  cataloging process.    Pre-order  verfication
"continues  to  be  emphasized.
2.    Temporary  card  in  card  catalog  -A  i=emporary  card  is  filed  in  the public
card  catalog by  title  for  all  materials  on order  or  in-process.    This  card,  a
copy of  the  original  order  slip,  is  filed  the  day  the  item  is  ordered,  is  updated
to  reflect  the  accession nulhoer  a.nd/or  receipt  date  when  the  item  is  received
and  is  removed when  the  permanent  ca.talog  cards  are  filed.
3.    Pre-receipt  catalog  copy  search  -  Catalog  copy  is  searched  for  each  new
title  as  the  item  is  ordered without waiting.for  the  book  to  be  received.    If
not  found  ai=  that  time,  searching  continues  afi=er  the  book  has  been  received.
4.    Notification  slip  for  fa.culty  or  students  -  The  new  order  slips  include
an  additional  copy  to  be  used  as  a  notification  slip which  can be  sent  after
review  of  the  it:em by  the  IJibrarian  to  notify  the  person  requesting  a particular
title  that  it:  has  arrived  and  is  ready  for use.
5.    Circulai=ion  of  non-processed  materials  -  All  materials  received  by  the  library
but  awaiting  full  catalogingP and processing  can  now  be  circulated  by  accession
I
nurrfoer  onlyo    The  temporary  card  in  the  card  cai=alog provides  public  record  of
these  materials  by  title.    This  procedure  is  handled  by Cataloging Clerk. Ruth
Heilman  and  the  Circulation  staff  and. is  working  quite  successfully.
6.    New  accouni=  with  Baker  &  Taylor  -  In  March  1973  we  began  to  place  book  orders
through Baker  &  Taylor  rather  than  directly with. the publishers  for most  trade
book  titles  and  all  law-related  materials.    Dealing with  a  larg:  jobber(B&T
services  3000  publishers)   should  save  considerable  postage  and  supplies  and
greatly  simplify bookkeeping  records.    Service  has  been  excellent:  to  this  date.
t
Special Projects
The  major  1972  summer  project  supervised  by  the  Assist:ant  Librarian was
the  cataloging,  classification,  processing  and `shifting  of  about  8500  volumes
of  si=ate  repori=s.    The  Assistant  IJibrarian  did  the  cataloging  and  classification
and  the  Processing  Clerk  {Travis  Hardee)   supervised  a  processing  crew  of  two  or
three work-study  students  and  three  Model  Cities  students.    Ken  Shoemaker,
another work-study  studeni=,  did  the  catalog  card  typing  for  the  entire project.
A  complete  inventory  of  state  reports  holdings  was  made  at  the  same  time  and
dublicate  state  reports  were  listed  for  exchange  or  sale.
The  A§sistant IJibrarian  completed  the  reclassification  and  recataloging
of  556  titles  in  the American  Indian  law  collection.    The  project  sought  to
simplify  a  highly  complex  classification  system  into  one. more  easi.1y  used  by
the  collection's  patrons.    The  library's  colleci:ion  of  Indian  news.papers  was
cataloged  and  integrated  into  the  collection  as  part  of  this  project.    Ken
Shoemaker  also  did.  the  catalog  card  typing  for  this  project:.
Technical  Services  ran  a  three  morii=h pilot  project  under  the  direction
of  Catalog  Typisi=  Fanice  Daniel  on  the  reproduction  of  cai=alog  cards  by  means
of  a  multiple  tape  selectric  typewriter  (FIST). investigating  a  contract
arrangement  with  Alice  Adams  of  the  Lovelace  Foundation  IJibrary  to  provide  the
I
Law  IJibrary' s  catalog  cards.    Programs  were .written  to  a.ccommodate  our  cataloging
specifications  and  sample  card  sets  produced.    However,  a  I"tual decision was
reached  not  to  enter  a  long  term  contractual  arrangement  for  such  services  at
t:his  time.    The  program tapes  and  instructions  were  purchased  for possible  use
at  a  future  dai=e.
Extensive  aid  was  given  to  a  si=aff  member   (Ms.  Sally  Taylor). of  the  Institute
for Public  IJaw  and  Services  by Acquisitions  Librarian  Dorothy Warden  and  the
Tecthnical  Services  IJibrarian  in  helping  her  obtain  and  catalog  a  special
collection of materials  needed  to  support  the  research  staff  of  the  Institute.
The  IJibrary  is  continuing to  order  materials  for  this  collection.
A major  move  was  made  in  Fahuary  returning  the  duplicate  materials  in
Hokona  Hall  basement  si=orage  to  the  I-ibrary.     The.se  items,   consisting  of  a
variety  of things,  e.g.,  national  reporters,  superceded treatises,  state
reports  and  session  laws,  English  reports,  were  listed  and  offered.for
exchange  or  sale  in   February.    The  original  announcement  went  to  fifteen
law  book  dealers,  of  whom  four  responded.    An  announcement  of  the  offering         '
was  made  in  the  AAIL  Newsletter  in  March  with  lil:i=1e  response.     Much  of  the
remaining  material,  wit:h  the  exception  of  national  reporters,  was  taken by
Mr.  Bill  Bagnall,  in  exchange  for his  services  and  materials  in  the  book
restorition project  (see  details  below) .    The  final  list.  of  items  was  circulai=ed
10
in May  to  libraries  participating  in  the  AA.I]Ii  exchange  of  duplicates  program,
and  to  other  libraries  expressing  interest.
A  nineteen page  cum:ulative  listing  of  all  the  library's  Practising  Law
Institute  materials  was  compiled  in  January  1973  and  distributed  with  the
Library' s  annual  acquisitions  list.
The  Technical  Services  Librarian  assisted  in  the  compilation  of  i:he
First  Year  Bond  Report  submitted  by  the  Law  Librarian  to  the  Bureau  of
Educational  Finance  detailing  our probosed  spending  for  l973/74.
\
A  six  week  book  restoration  project  has  just  begun  .(May  1973)   during
which  time  9500  Old  leather  bound  volumes  will  be  oiled  and  waxed  and  an
additional  3800  volumes  needing  major  repair  will  be  recovered.    Mr.  Bill
Bagnall  of  Law  Library  Maini=enance`Service  is  administering  the  project
assisted  by  Processing  Clerk  Travis  Hardee  who  is  supervising  a  crew  of
ten part-time  students  hired  for  the project.
Continuing Activities  and Projects
The  normal  Technical  Services  routine  coni:inued  in  l972/73  as  1482  new
titles  were  cataloged  from  July  1  to  May  i   (233  original  cat:aloging) ;   661
titles  were  reclassed  and  27,OOO.  catalog  cards  were  filed.    The  collection
totaled  106,900  volumes  on  May  1.    Final  annual  s.tatistics  will  be  compiled
at  the  end  of  the  fiscal  year.                                                                                        I
Catalog  Typist  Fanice  Daniel  is  continui.ng  i=he  periodical  reclassifi-
cation project  begun  last  year.    All periodical  i=itles  not  currently  indexed
in  the  Index  to  I]egal  Periodicals  are being  shifted  to  the  circulating
collection  on  the  lower  floor  after  they have  been  reclassed  and  cataloged.
Reclassification  of  restricted  upper  floor  materials  is  receiving  increased
emphasis  by  the  Cataloger  and  the  Technical  Services  Librarian  to  facilitate
a  new  shelving  arrangement  for  the  upper  floor  collection.    Ca.talog  card
transparencies  and  location  guide  notat.ions  have  proved  inadequate  this  past
year  as  the  means  of  locating  titles  in  the  restricted  co11eci=ion.    Under.
J-J-
consideration  is  a  shelving reorganization  for  the  upper  floor  collection which
will utilize  a  classification number  in  addition to  the  color  tape/functional
grouping  and  new  location  symbols  for  the  catalog. cards.
Serials  Assistant  Lucy Draper  reorganized  the  Small  Reading  Room  and  Forurn
collections  of periodicals  and  newspapers  to  make  this  collection  of materials
more  accessible  to  the  Library's  users.
A  large  nuhoer  of  gifts  given  to  the  IJibrary  in  1972/73  still  need  to  be
evaluated  for  the.collection.    IJack  of  staff  i=ime  has  preveni=ed  the  ai=tent:ion
needed  by  this  project.
Staff  Reorganization P larming
The  Technical  Services  IJibrarian  spent  considerable  time  i=his  past  year
``
evaluating,  planning  and budgeting  future p.ersonnel needs  in  light  of  the
anticipated  impact  of  the  academic  bond  issue  on  Technical  Services.    A  five
\
year  personnel  p.lan was  completed which  reflected  several  major  changes.
Recommendations  included  changing  current  acquisitions  responSibilii=ies  from
the Acquisitions  IJibrarian  to  an Acquisitions  Assistant  and  responsibility
` for IC  cataloging  from the  Cataloger  to  Cataloging Assistants.    Continuing
changes  from  student  assistants  `to  permanent  staff  members  were  recommended
for  several  funct:ions,  including  bindery.    These  staff  changes  reflected  in
part  our  reaction  to  announced  reductions  in work-study  student  help  available
to  the  IJaw  liibrary  in  1973/74.
Personnel  evaluations  were  made  by. the  Technical  Services  IJibrarian  and
individually  discussed with  each  staff  member  as  staff  reorganization  and
promotions  were -recommended.    An  acquisitions  assistant,  an  addii=ional  half-
time  acquisitions  clerk,  two  3/4  time  cataloging  assistants  and  a  half-time
serials  clerk were  the 'new  Technical  Services  staff  positions  requested  and
budgeted  for  1973/74.    Considerable  personnel  changes  are  anticipated  Fu1.y
1,   19730
Professional  Recruitment
Sandra  Coleman,  Technical  Services  IJibrarian,  will  become  Public  Services
Librarian  July  1,  1973.    The  search  for  a  new  Technical  Services  Librarian
was  begun  in  February  and  is  continuing  at  this  time.
The  position was  listed  in  February  1973  Special  I]ibraries  and  in  the
AALI,  Newsletter.    Three  candidates  have  been  invited  for  interviews,  but  no
final  decision  has  yei=  been  reached.
Also  requested  in  February  1973  were  applicai=ions  for  a  social  sciences
reference  librarian's  position.    Unfortunately  this  new position was  not
I
budget.ed  for.1973/74.     The  Technical  .Services  IJiferarian  handled  the  correspon-
dence  for  these  positions  answering  71  inquiries  about  the  iIVo  openings.
Continuing Education/ Professional  Activiti.es
Sandra  Coleman  ai=tended  the  1972  AAIJIJ  Institute  on  IJegal  Bibliography  in
Urbana,  Illinois  and  the  1972  AAIJL  Annual  Convention  in  Chicago  in  July  1972.
Karen  Morgan  and  Dorothy Warden  also  attended  the  convention.  .  Sandra  Coleman
I
served  on  the  AAIJIi  Audio-Visual  Committee  in  1972/73.
" Dorot:hy Warden  completed  and  published  a  thirteen  year  index   (1958-1970)
to  the  I'aw IJibrary  Journal.    She  is  currently  serving  as  official  indexer  for
the  Journal.
Karen  Morgan  and  Sandra  Coleman  attended  a  SI]ICE/RARC-O  workshop  Sept.   28,
1972  co-sponsored  by  the  UNM  Library,  the  New  Mexico  IJibrary  Assocation  and
others.    Plans  developed  by  t:he  Southwestern Library  Interstate  Cooperative
Endeavor  to  ini=erface  New  Mexico  libraries  with  the  MARC-O  Data  Base  were
presented  and  discussedo
Sandra  Coleman  preseni=ed  a  two  hour  lecture  and  tour  of  the  Library
I
Nov.   13,  1972  to  Professor  Lotsee` Sinith  and  her  class  of  thiri=y  library  science
'
students.
A  three  day.  Serials  Automation Workshop    was  attended by  Sandra  Coleman  in
January  1973.
"  raniee  Daniel  completed  nine  course  hours  toward  her  B.A.  degree  during
fall  semester  1972.
A  Reference  Council  of  librarians  from  Zimmerman,  IJaw  and  Medicine  was
established  in  January  1973  to promote  cooperation  among  the  libraries  on  campus.
Sandra  Coleman  is  representing  the  IJaw  I]ibrary  on  this  Council.
Sandra  Colemari  served  on  the  UNM I]ibraries. Publicai=ions  Coinii=tee  in  1972/
73  and  has  attended  several  meetings  of  the  Campus  Information  Sysi=ems  Project.
Dorothy Warden,  Karen  Morgan  and  Sandra  Coleman  attended  the  1973  Annual.
New  Mexico  IJibrary  Association  Meei=ing  in  IJas  Cruces  March  29-31,19.73,  and  its
one  day  Inter-Library  I]oan Workshop.                                                             I
Two  seminars  in  March  and  April  1973  sponsored  by  i=he  UNM  Iiibrary  on  the
Congressional  Information  Service  and  the  Social  Sciences  Cii=ation  Index were
attended  by  Sandra  Coleman.
r
Karen  Morgan,  Dorothy. Warden  and  Sandra  Coleman  attended  a  liegal  Bibliography
Institute  in  Santa  Fe  sponsored  by  the  Southwesi=ern  Chapter  of  the  AALIJ April
18,1973.    Sandra  Coleman  also  attended  the  Chapter`s  armual  meeting  the  following
day.
Karen  Mo±gan  co.inpleted  two  semesters  of  Spanish  classes  in  1972/73    and
Sandra  Coleman  has  been  accepted`. to    the  University's  in.B.A.  program  to  begin
degree  work  summer  1973.
Sandra  Co16man  served  as  secretary  of  the  Rio  Grande  Chapter  Special
Libraries  Association  in  1972/73  and  has  been  elected  vice-president/president
elect  for  1973/74.
Sandra  Coleman  has  been  accepted  to  ai=tend  the  1973  AALL  Institute  on
Selection  and  Acquisitions  in Law Libraries  to  be  held  in  Seattle  i.n  June  1973.
-.   ..a.
Submitted  i=o  Myron  Fink,  Law  Librarian
May  24,   1973
Sandra  Sa  Coleman,  Technical  Services
IJibrarian
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ANNUAIJ   REPORT   0F   RESEARCH  IJIBRARIAN--1972-1973
Listed  again  this  year  is  a  subject  breakdown  of  the   types  of  jobs  handled  during  the
year  by  this  of-fice.     My  records   showo  that  the  percentage   of  time  I  spent  in  each  category
averages  as   follows:
33%    assistance   to
7.6%  assistance   to
3.6%  assistance   to
9.5C/'o  assistance   to
6.6%  assistance   to
9.7%  professional
Law  Professors
Law  Students
other  students,  undergraduates,   graduates,  and  high  school  students
Attorneys  and  Judges
other  UNM  Professors,   officials  and  administrative  personnel
reading  and  attendance  at  Seminars  and  Institutes
16.9%  answerin.g  questions   from  persons  who  phone  or  come   to   the  Law  Library  for  assistance
2.9%  answering  letters,   including  requests   for  assistance  from  penitentiary  inmates
I
10.2%  Law  Library  questions  and  administrative  work
Most  of  the  jobs   included  in  the  subject  categories   listed  above  are  of Ja  daily,   or
weekly,   continuing,,or  recurring,   type.     Included  are  all  kinds  of  research  for  IJaw  Professors,
answering  letters   from  penitentiary  inmates,   selecting  government  documents   to  be  ordered  by
the  Law  Library,   selecting  subject  headings  for  items  on  the  acquisitions   lists,   finding  and
Xeroxing  articles   to  be  sent  to  attorneys  out  of  the  city  of  Albuquerque.     (You  may  be   inter-
ested  to  know  that  we  have   thais  year  provided  this   service  not  only  for  New  Mexico  attorneys,
but  for  attorneys   from  Florida,   Puerto  Rico,   and  Guam.  .  Also,   one  of  my  telephone  questions
this   past  year  was   from  a  Sam  Diego,   Claifornia,   construction  company  wanting  to  know  the
contracting  and  construction  laws   in  New  Mexico  so  they  could  bid  on  a  UNM  building  project.).
Some  of  my  other  activities   this  past  year  were  assisting  the  Legal  Research  class  Tutors
in  the  Fall  semester;  mailing  a  Law  IJibrary  Guide,  with  a  letter  of  invitation  to  use  the  Law
Library  services   to  a  selected  list  of  UNM  professors,   deans,   and  heads   of  departments,   then
giving  one-toitwo  hour  tours  explaining  the  use  of  the  Law  Library  and  its  research  materials
to  those  professors  and  students  desiring  them;   tours  given  this  year  were  for  Professor  Harry
Stumph's  political  science  classes   (two  tours),   Professor  Weismante1'.s  architecture  class,
Professor  Bober's   pharmacy  class,   Professor  Martin  Ruoss'   class   of  Honors   students,   Freedom
High  School   (two  tours),   St.   Plus  High  School   (three   tours),  .and  TVI  class  of  Legal   Secre-
taries   (two  tours).                                                          <
"  I  have  prepared  and  put  up  two  displays   in  the  display  case  near  the   Circulation  Desk  in
the  Library.     These  have  been  on  Ralph  Nader,   and  on  Poverty  and  IJaw.
I  have  prepared  bibliographies  on  the   following  subjec`ts:
I
Remedies,   for  attorney  David  McLaughlin,   Taos
Eminent  Domain  and   Condemnation,   for  attorney  Brian  Copple,   Roswell
Environmental  Law  for  Sierra  Club  meeting,   and  for  Jemez  Valley  High  School
Canons   for  Attorneys,   for  Harry  Stumph
Mental  Treatment,   for  Bob  Walker
Women  and   the  Law,   for  Anne   Bingaman  and  women  law  students
Public  School  Financing,   for  a  local  high  school  teacher
New  Mexico  Law  Books   and  IJegislative  Interpretation  Aids,   for  Southwest  Library  Assn.
Legal  Bibliography':Institues,   Santa  Fe,   New  Mexico,   Apri11973
Ind'ian  Civil  Rig.hts,   statutes  and  law  review  articles,   for  Sam  DeLoria
I  attended  two  study,seminars,   one  given  by  the  oklahoma  Library  Association  specifically
for  Research  Librarians,   and  the  Legal  Bibliography  Institute  in  Santa  Fe.
You  might  be  interested  in  a  partial  listing  of  specific  offices  or  groups  my  office  has
assisted  with  questions  or  problems  during  the  past  year.     I  am  including  only  those  questions
handled  by  this   office  on.which  some  amount  of  work  was  done,   and  am  not  including  those  which
were..concluded  satisfactorily  by  just  a  telephone  convers.ation.     This. will  give  you  an  idea  of
the  scope  of  services  requested  and  provided.
ANNtIA~IJ   REPORT-1972-1973
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UNM:     ISRAD,   Biology  Department,   Pharmacy  Department,   Campus   Police,   Zirmierman  Library,   Fine
Arts  Library,  Learning  Center,   Technical  Ap.plication  Center,   Purchasing  office,   Con-
tinuing  Education,   Student  Activities,   Medical  School,  Medical  School  Library,
Clinical  Law,   Indian  Program,   Criminal  Justice  Program,  and  Printing  Plant
NM  State  offices:     New  Mexico  State   Police   (listing  of  each  state's   laws   on  wiretap-ping),
Judicial  Council,   State  Auditor,  Attorney  Genera1's  office,   Legislative  Council,
State  Bar,   District  Attorney's  office,   New  Mexico  Pharmaceutical  Association
Federa10ffices:     Legal  Aid,   Social   Security,   Equal  Employment  opportunity  Board3   Federal
Information  Center,   Labor  Department,   Public  Defender,   KAFB  JAG  Office
Misc:     Albuquerque  Journal   (both  Action  Line  and   feature  writers),   League  of  Women  Voters,
ACLU,   Save   the  Volcanoes   Committee,   AJlbuquerque  Public   Schools,   DikewJood   Corporation,
Sandia  Corporation,   Barfe  of  New  Mexico,. Sierra  Club,  Marberry  Enterprises   (savings
and  loan  laws),   KOAT,   Lovelace  Medical  Library,   TVI,   Southwest  College,   Zero  Popula-
tion  Group,  Albuquerque  Public  IJibrary,
hast  surmer   (1972)  Anne  Wilson  worked  full  time  in  the   office  of  the  Research  Librarian.
During  the  school  year,   nine  law  stude.nts   in  the  Work/Study  program worked  under  my  super-
vision.     Two  of  these  students  were  assigned  to  the  staff  of  the  American  Indian  IJaw  News-
letter.     The  remaining  seven  wprked  as   part-time  staff  in  ny  office   (afternoons)  as  well  as
directly  for  Law  Professors   on  research  projects.
thin g. utanrin
Mrs.   Helen  S.   Carter
Research  I+ibr.af lan
Exhibit  C
April   13,    1973
To:     I)on  Stuart,   Board  of  Educational  Finance
From:     Myron  Fink,   Law  Librarian,   UNM  School  of  Lan  Library
Subject:    Multi-Year  `Institutional  Plan  of    Lan  School  Library  for  ut111zing  share
of  bond  issue  proceeds
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19,640                     12,000
7'OOO                          7'300
8,375                        8,375
8,400                        1,125
2,908                       2,308
9'800                     10,000
5'877
+975176 1976177
7'000                       7'000
7i300                       7'300
8,375                        8,375
2,350                       4,450
2,308.                      2,308
±_9]_i I J3_                1973-18
7'000              ,      $52'640
7'300              .      36'200
-----                  33 '500
12,205                       `  28,530
9,832
10,000                     10,000                    10,000                       49,800
2,814                         2,186
3,900                       3,900                       3,900
5;000                     10,000                     15,000                     15,000
4,.300
4,878
3,000                      3,000
4'300.`                     4,300
4,281                        4,367
3'000                     3,000
3,900                        15,600
15'000                      60'000
4,300                       17,200
7,295                        15,943
4'878
3,000.                       15,000
$   70,000               $   70,000               $70,000                  $   70,000                $   70,000               $350,000
(Total)
See  attached  pages  for  explanation  of  library  materials  included  in  each  humbered
item.  .
+                          I
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EXPLANATION  0F   INSTITUTIONAL   PLAN
Explanations  ar.e  numbered  to  correspond  to  numbers  under  ''Item"  on  Mult1-Year. Plan.
I.     Onpage   2lof Institutional  Re ort  For  UNM  School  of  Law  Llbrar dated  September
1972,   (hereafter  referred  to  as   1972  Report))   1t  states   that  we  want  8,214.volumes
from  AALS  Law  Books  Recommended  for  Libraries. In  1973-75,  we  will  try  to  order  all
these  volumes  that  are  in-print  and  available  for  purchase.    We  estimate  that  about
I
30%  of  these  volumes  will  be  in-print  and  available   (2464  volumes).     We  estimate  the
I
a.verage  cost  of  these  volumes   to  be  $10..     Although  on  page  21  of  the  1972  Report  we
estimated  the  average  co;t     to  be  $1.6,  we  are  using  the  lower  figure  becacse  the  vol-
umes  we  buy  in  1973/74  will  be  all  in-print  and  in-print  volumes  cost  considerably
'
less  than  out-of-print  volumes.     Thus,  at  $10  per  volume,  we  estimate  our  cost  for
this  group  spread  a.ver  two  years  to  be  $24,640.        .
Of  the  remaining  out-of-print  volumes   (5750),  we  plan  to  acquire .only  about  25%.
One  reason  is  that  we  did  not  receive    enough  bond  issue  money  to  cover  the  purchase
.\
of  all  these.volumes.    Another  reason  is  that  we  will  have  to  pay  premium  prices  to
have  these  books  copied.     25%  of ..5750  vblumes  is   1438.     At  $20  per  volume,   the  cost.
will  be  about  $28,000.     We  plan  to  Spread  the'cost  of  thlB  over  the  last  four  years,
1.e.,   from   1974-78.
2.     On  page  22  and  23  of  the  l972  Report,  we  stated  a  need  for  $36,175  of  legal
periodical  volumes  covered  ln  the Index  to  Le al  Periodicals  from  1926  -.     These-
volumes  are  needed  to  complete  the  first  set  qf  each  title  ln  the  Lan  Library.
We  plan  to  purchase  about  $7`,000  of  these  missing  perlodlcal  volumes  in  1973/74
and  about  $7300  per  year  ln  each  of  the  remalnlng  four  years.
-1  -
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3.     On  pages  28  -31  of   the   1972  Report,   we  State  a  need   for  4870  volumes
Reporters  and Seventh  Decennial  D± est  volumes.
of. National
Since  wrltlng  the   1972  Report,     <we
have  checked  very  carefully  with  West  Publishing  Co.,   the  Bole  source  of  new  volumes
and  with  u'sed  law  book  dealers  for  comparable  costs,  availab111ty,   etc.     Our  conclusion
is  that  we  should  buy  new  all  needed National  Re orter  and  Seventh  Decennial  Di
volumes.    While  used  volume  costs  are  cheaper  per  volume,   1t  will  not  pay` for  us   to
buy  used  volumes  f.or  the  following  reasons:   we   will  receive  a  greatly  reduced  price
from  West  if  we  buy  all  our  volumes  new;     the  new volumes  will  last  much  longer  thanI
used  volumes .(this  is  important  for  these  particular  books  because  of  the  use  they
receive);and  most  decisive  is  that.we  can  not  expect.  to  obtain  more  than  50%  of  the
needed  books  in  t.fi.is  group  use.d',  probably  a  good  deal  less  than  this  percentage.
The  balance  would  have  to  be  bough.t  new  from  West  and  West  would  charge  a  much  higher
price  per  volume  for  these  f ill-ins  than  lf  we  bought  all  our  volumes  in  this  group
new  from  them.     For  exanple,   1f  we  bought  all  our  volumes  new  from  West,   the  cost  per
volume  would  be  $6.88.     If  we  bought  fill-1n  volumes  new  from  West,   our  single  volume
+   `.
cost  would  run  from  $10  -  $1`5  per  volume,   roughly  2*  times  the  cost  if  we  bought  all
volumes  from  them.                                                  t
E=
We  are  estimating  our  total  cost  for  all  new volumes  in  this  group  at  $33,500,
to  be  paid  over.a  period  of  four  years  beginning  1973. `   We  will  receive  all  the  volume.s
in   1973®
4.     On  page  34  of  the  1972  Report,  we  state  a  need
and  Briefs.
for  U.S.   Su reme  Court.     Records
to  fill  certain  gaps  in  our  micro form holdings  of  these  materials.    In
1973/74,  we  should  purchase  the  missing  microfo.rm  for  the  "Full  opinion.   1939-1949"
and  the  collection  fcryears   1832-1896   ($11,930).     I  already  have. arranged  for  a  10%
reduction  on  the  1832-1896  collection  and  for  payment'  over  a  per.1od  of  the  five  years
v/
of  the  bond  issue.     The  "Full  Opinion  Records  and  Briefs"  will  have  to  be  paid  for  in
L973174.
-2  -
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In  l977/78   (the  fifth  and  last  year  of  the  bond  18sue  allocation),  .I  intend  to
purchase` the U.S.    Su reme  Court.     Records  and  Briefs.   of  the  "Certlorarl  Denied
Opinions"  which  should  cost  $10,188.     This  expenditure  18  added  to  the  fifth  and  f-1na1
payment
E=
for  the  Records  and  Brief s 1832-1896 described  above.
5.     On  page  34  of.  the   1972  Report,  we  state  a  need  for the  New  York  TIFies  on  micro-
film  and  for  bound  indexes.     Because  we  can  take  advantage  of  certain  reductions  in
®
price  and  because  a  deferred  payment  plan  is  available,  we  will.be  able  to  receive
I
microfilm  for  years  1953-69  in  1973/74,   and  pay  for  it  over  a  period  of  four  ;ears.
The  hard  copy  indexes  for  years   1950-59  will  have  to  be  paid  for  ln  1973/74.     We  will
purchase  the  microf ilm  for  years  l950-52  in  1974/75  with  savings  from  the  initial
purchase.
6.    We  plan  to  acquire the  GIS  Microf iche  Librar in  1973/74  described  on  page  35  in
the  l972  Report  for  years  1970-1973,  continuing  a  future  subscription  from  our  regular
book  budget.     Micro form  purchases,estimated  at  $10,000  each  year.for  1974-1978,  will
be  selected  from  those  detailed  on  pages  34-38  and  65-66  in  the  1972  Report.
7.    Beginning  on  page  39  of  the  l972  Report  is  a  listing  of  reference  and  bibliographic
\
tools.     We  plan  to  buy  in  1973/74  llstings   1,   2,   12,   arid  13  which  total  $4782.     To
this  we  are  adding  a  new  edition  of the  Enc ediaaAmericana   ($375)   and   $720  for
miscellaneous  references  on  the  list,  to  include  the  document  indexes.
8.     State  session  laws  prior  to  l900  are  available  on  microfilm.    We  have.made  inquiries
about  estimated  costs  to  fill  in  gaps  ln  our  early'  film  holdings  of  these  materials
and  estimate  oui  costs  to  be  about  $5000.    Partial  reference  to  our  need  for  this
-.3  -
C'                          ,
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material  appears  on  page  37  1n  the   l972  Report  which  we  have  now  expanded  to  include
all  state  session  laws  prior  to  l900.     ThlB  purchase  will  be  made  over  two  years,
1974-76.
9.     On  pages  3l-33  of  the   l972  Report,   State  Digests  needed  by  the  Law  Llbr8ry  are
described.     We  will  arrange  to  acquire  these  _I)ig_E_S=±___8_.1n.1974/75`  and  pay  for  them  ln
years   l974-78.
10.   Pages  44-58  of  the  1972  Report  describe  a  category  of  needed  books  not  purchased
by  the  Law  Library  in  the  past  because  of  shortage  of  funds.     It  is  proposed  that  the
Library  purchase  most  of . these  books  during  the  five  years  of  the  bond  issue  allocation..
ll.  Pages  59-64  of  the  1972  Report  describe  audio-cassettes,  video-tapes  and  films
needed  by  the  Law  Library.     The  total  cost  of  audio-cassettes  is  estlriated  at  $4950
and  the  total  fo.r vldeoTtapes  and  films  at  $12,250.     It  ig  plarined  to  purchase  these
items  during  years  l974-78.
y\
12.   On  pages  67-76  of  the  1972  RepoL±E,   there  is  listed  volumes  published  before  1926
of  legal  periodicals indexed .in  the  Jones-Chi man  Index. About:  $66,000  is  the  estimate
made. of  acquiring  all  of  these  missing  volumes.    However,   it  is  probable  that  not  more
than  25%  of  these  volumes  are  available  for  purchase  and  that  not  more  than  this.percent
is  really  needed  in  the  Law  Library  on  a  continuing  basis.    Therefore,  we  intend  to
spend  about  $16,000  on  these  volumes  during  years  1975-78; .
13.  Page  77  of  the  l972  Report  describes  books  needed  for  the  Faculty  Library.     We
intend  to  purchase  many  of  these  books  ln  l974/75.
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14.    We  have  estimated  our  first  blndlng  costs   for  the  purchageB  detailed  above  at
$3000  per  year  for  each  of  the  five  bond  lgsue  years.     First  blndlng  will  include
both  tnonographic  and  serial  materials  for  these .years.
-5.-`
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Books ,
General
Books ,
Special
TOTAL   ~
PROPOSED   SCHOOL   OF   LAW   LIBRARY   BOOK   BUDGET      l973/1977
Current
r972.l| 3
Projected  Five  Year  Bond  Money  Period*
1973/74 L_9J_± I l 5_ I_9_7517£_           I9JSI Jl ±_9_I 7  I J__ft_
$81,600                      $   84,864           $   88,259           $   91,789           $   95,461         $   99,279.
I
$        800                     $           832           $           865           $           900           $           936        $           973
$82,400                     $   85,696           $   89,124           $   92,689           $   96,397        SloO,252
Serials   **                       $65,920                    $   68,557           $   7l,299           $   74i151           $   77,118        $   80,202
Monographs                       Sl6,480                     $   17,139           $   17,825           S   l8.538          $   19,279        $   20,050
*    Projected  at.a  rate  of  increase  of  4%  per  year.
I
**  Serials  estimated  at  80%  of  total  book  budget.
A.             .
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Exbibit  D
THE:  IJNivE:Fa§ITy  EF.  NE:w  MExic:E
DATE::      November   30,1972
Dean  Fred  Hart,   School   of  Law
Sherman   E.   Smith
Capital   outlay  project  proposals
Enclosed  is   a  summary  of  projects  proposed  for  funding   from  the
1972-73  general   fund  surplus,   together  with  supporting  data  for...
the  project  in  which  you  have  a  particular  interest.
I
These  projects  wi.ll   be  reviewed   by  the   Boar:d  of  Educati.onal
Finance  on  December  8.     The  Board  wi.1l   then  make  its   proposal
to  the  Executive  and  the  Legislature.                                                            I
The  only  way  l.n  which  this  buildi.ng  outline  differs  materl.ally
from  that  which`you  submitted   i.s  that  space  for  the  Collection
is  calculated  on  the  basis  of  250,000  rather  than  300,000  volumes.
Thi.s  decision  was  based   on  a   number  of  consideratl.ons:
(l)     It  wi.ll   be  a  very  long  ti.me  unti.l   the.  Law  Library
has  more  than   250,000  volumes.
(2)     The  suggestion  from  tha .Associati.on  that  a  law  li.brary
should   have  at  least  200,000  volumes   raises   a  question  of
how  much  larger  than  that  the  collection  need  be  allowed
to  grow.
(3)     Provisl.on  for  the  audio-visual   functions  suggests  that
some.  volumes  might  well   be   reduced  to  mi.crofiche  and
kept  i.n  no  other  way.,
SES/md
Enclosures
UNIVERSITY   0F   NEW   MEXICO
Projects  Proposed  for  Funding  from
1972-73  General   .Fund   Surplus
(In. order  of  priority)
Nursing-Pharmacy   Building
Budget  Supplement
Radiological   Safety
Laboratori.es  and  offices'
Family  Practi.ce  Center,
School   of  Medicine   .
Water. Well   and   Reservoir,
North  Campus
Health  Sciences  Li.brary
6.     Dental   Programs   Building
7.      North  Campiis   Chi.lled
Water  Plant  Addi.ti.on
/   8.     School   of  Law  Li.bra.ry
Expansion
9.      KNME-TV.  Matching   Funds
for  a  Federal   Equi.pment  Grant
Tota i,
$       347,59l
277;000
618'000
353'000
2,678'500
l '338'500
397 '500
i ,042'250
225,000
$   7,277,341
(                 |           c
UNIVERSITY   0F   NEW   MEXICO
Project  Proposed   for  Funding  from
"   i972-73  General   Fund   Surplus
Novenber   2Z,1972
E±o_i_e±_±=:     Expansion  of  School   of  Law  Library
Cost:      $1,042,250   (18,950   NASF   @   $55)
Justificati.on:  .  When  the  new  Bratton  Hall   was   built   for  the  School
of  Law  in  1966,library  space  was   curtailed   because  of  a   lack  of
funds  to  build  at  the  scale  proposed.     It  was   recognized  that  an
addition  to  the  building  would  be  needed   later,   and  provision  ther;-
for  was  made  in  the  architectural   desi.gn.     It  is  riow  time  to  bui.ld
the  addi.lion,   as  the  following  analysis  shows.
Growth  of  the  Collection
"In  July  of  1972,   the  book  count  of  the   Law  Library  was   lol ,000.
The   shelving   capaci.ty   is   123,000   volumes..     The   normal   annual   growth
rate  i.s  8,000  volumes.     Thi.s  wi.ll   be  enhanced,   during   the   next   fi.ve
years,   by  an  estimated  4,676  volumes   per  year  to  be  purchased   from
ll.brary  bond   i.ssue  funds.     The  projected  book  count  at  the  end  of
each  of  the  next  ten  years   I.s  as  follows..
.1973           1.09,056                                 1978           173,436
1g74           121 ;732                                 1979           182,436
1975134,408     ¢a                          l980           i9l,436
1976 ,         147,084                               1981           200,436
1977           159,760                                 1982  `        209,436
By  l975,   the   Li.brary  will   not  have  she.1v
after,   the  overload  wi.ll   grow  rapidly  an
E
'rq
g  for  its  holdings.     There-
an  increasi.ng  fracti.on  of
the  collection  will   be.less  than  fully  available  to  readers.
"   Re.ader  Stations
The  Law  Li.brary  has   seating   for  173  per.sons.     This   is   28   fewer  than  the
recommended   seating   for  65%  of  the  student   body.      It  should   also  be
recognized   that  the  new  Mexi.co   Bar  makes   heavy   use  of  the   Library.
Seating   should  be   somewhat   increased.;   i-t  should   not   be  sacri.fi.ced   for
addi.tional   shelving   space.
`.v    .
I'
Hpdn5ion   oT   5cnooi   oT   Law   LIDrary
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5p± for  Techni.Gal   Servi.ces
Technical   services.in  the  Library  are  cramped   in  818  assignable
square  feet  of  space.     A  careful   and  thorough  study  shows  that
an  additi.onal   l,000  square  feet  is  needed.  immediate.1y  and   at
least  another  2,000  square  feet  must  eventually  be  provi.ded.
These  fi.gures  are  probably  understated.     At  present,. additional
space  for  techriical   services  can  only  be  found  at  the  expense  .of
shelving   space.     If  shelving  space  were  to  be  reduced   by  1,000
square  feet,  the  Li.brary  would  be  out  of  book  capacity  by  l974.
rather  than  l975.
spxp fr i ffi Center
Increasingly,   ll.brary  materi.als   in  Law  are  being  made  available
in  micro form  and   on   fi.1m  and  tape.     The   Li.brary  needs   space  for
a  media  center.     Funds  will   be  avai.lalbe  from  the  library  bond
issue  for  the  purchase  of  thi.s   kind  of  equipment.
Proposed  SP3£ Outl l'ne
Shelving   of  additi.onal   books
127,000  at  lo  vols./sq.   ft
(Total   capacity,   250,000
volumes. )                   '
Technical   services
Reader  stati.ons
50at35sq.   ft.
Me.di.a  center
NASF
12'700
3'000
Total   net  assignable  square  feet         18,950
This  project  is  eli.gi.ble  for  funding  from  the  85%  fraction  of  the
state  bond   issue  series.     It  is   i.ncluded  here  because  i.t  has  rea.1
urgenc.y.     If  it  were  to  be  funded  from  surplus,  the  additional.
space  should  be  counted   in  the  Uni.versity's   inventory  of  ILR  space
when  bond   issue  funds  are  allocated.
\.
+         '.
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Exhibit  E
EXPENDITURES   AND   ACCOUNT   TRANSFERS
As  of  May  1,  we  spent  the  following  from  library  budgeted  accounts:
Account
Salaries
Exp ense
Equipment
Travel
Books,   General
Books,   Special
Retirement.
Social  Security
Group  Insurance
Unemployment  Compensation
Applied  Expense
eted  1972-73
(includes  .acct.   transfers)
$   115,645.00
$     13,100.00
?        6'450.00
$        1,100.00
$      81,600.00
?             800.00
?        5,000.00
?        4'000.00
?        2,000.00
$        1,000.00
Actual  Ex enditures  to  5/1/73
$   91,085.18
$   1l,954.39
?     5'099.69
?           966.40
$   62,842.24
?           445.32
or.or 4,693.22
3,295.37
$           857.34
?           484.38
$          725.6.9    (deposited)
As  of  June  1,   the  following  transfers  will  have.  been  recorded:
1.       February  27,1973.     Transferred  $600.00  [o  the  Travel  account  to  cover  the
increased  expense  incurred  by  various  trips  involving  professional  meet-
ings  taken  by  the  librarians.
2.       March  13,   1973.     Transferred   $1,500.00  to   Supplies   and  $1,200.00  to
Equipment  account.     The  supplies  will  be  necessary  to  cover  cost  of
rental  of  the  xerox  equipment  and  also,   the  needed  supplies  to  complete
the  other  projects  in  the  library.
The  $1,200.00  addition  to  the  Equipment  account  will  cover  increased  cost
of  bindery  and  the  cost  of  the  following  equipment..
1  desk   (right-hand  typewriter  well).                     $  165.00
"  2  cataloging  typewriters   @   $  350/ea.                           700.00
2  Microfilm  cabinets   @   $  460/ea.                                    920.00
0n  the  first  of  June,.  an  additional  $480.00  will  be  transferred  to  this
account  to  insure  the  payment.  of  all  equipment  ordered.
+,
Expenditures  and  Transf ers  -  continued
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3.       May  2,1973.     Transferred  an  additional.$1,000.00  to  the  Supplies  account.
This  will  cover  the  cost  of  the  book  oiling  project .-  special  materials
needed,   buckram  caps,   etc.,    and  the  cost.of  the  proposed  candidate  for
the  Technical  Services  Librarian  position will  be  covered  by  the  last
transfer  of  funds  on  June  1.
4.       June  1,   1973.     The  transfer  of  all  remaining  monies  in  the  Applied
Expenses  account  will  be  submitted:     Of  the  amount  collected  to  this
date,   $480.00  will  be  transferred  to  the  Equipment  account   (see  #2  above)
and  the  balance  to  the  Supplies  account.                                            `
iiiiiii=
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Exhibit  F
Gifts     1972-1973  Fiscal  Year
Donor
Mr.   &  Mrs.   Heister  H.   Drum  .
Mrs.    C.G.   Coin
Mr.   &  Mrs.   Stephen  in.   Walker
Peat,  Marwick,  Mitchell  Found.
Mr.   J.   Gary  Hickman
Judge  Lewis  R.   Sutin
Mr.   LeRoy  Imhoff
Major  David  C.   Hughes
Mrs.   Mary  P.   Raglin
Mrs.   Hinman  C.   Rhodes
Iq  memory  of  Ms.   Jean  Rhodes   Barton
Mr.   Fletcher  Catron
Wayne  Walker
James  H.  .Foley
Mrs.   Mae  Bratton
Dean  Frederick  Hart
Professor  J.L.   Walden
Man ford  W.   Rainwater
B.F.   Hatcher
Professor  Henry  Weihof en
Senator  Clinton  B.   Anderson
Professor  Robert. W.   Walker
Gif t  of  Books
etc®
4  ft. ,  handmade
ojo  de  Dios
3. books   on  N.in.
Laws  &  Traditions
15  law  books
Gif t  of  Money
?10;00
$10.00
$10.  00.           a.hi.th`....`...`'.
$50.00
$25.00
$10.OO                  .
?10.00
1  law  book
134  monographs   &
108  periodical  issues
25  law  books
various  vols.   of
reports,   etc.  of
early  Indian  Law  .
Casebook  on  Family
Wealth  Transactions
2  law  books
law  books
10  law  books
1  law  book
Law  books,   gov't.
documents,   etc.
14  issues  of  the
CENTER  Magazine
TOTAL S
GRAND   TOTAL   $39467.50
?125.00
Value  of   Book
etc®
?50.00
?20.00
?45.00
?15.00
$510.00
?25.00
?1,104.00
!10.00
$10.00
?30.00
?20.00
?13.50
?1,483.00
?7.00
?3,342.50
